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If there is any science the laws of which
ought to be well understood, it is the science
of political economy. There is scarcely a fact
in the every day life of an individual-not an
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OPENING OF THE SCHOOLS.
Our columns elsewhere show us that a large
number of schools, select, public and private,
pensioats, externtts, etc., are to open during
this month and are to do the correct thing in

t

the way of education for. the generation that
comes after us. 'e arc to have institutions
for girls and boys, doctors.and lawyers, and
of every language and variety of color. Something in the neighborhood of two hundred
teachers have been examined and appointed
for the coming year, for our public schools
alone; the number of private teachers must
-be almost equally great. We therefore feel
Isomewhat tempted at the commencement of

entire audience rose and received him most enthusiastically. The performance commenced with
the Sieges March (the march to victory) of Taobert. When the curtain rose the whole company
sang a royal song, which was composed expressly
for the occasion. Each strophe wasreceived with
applause, and when the tenor, Herr Woworshy,
sang the following strophe:
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no party of the retrograde can maintain itself.
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Spresent-princes, princesses and citizens--joined
dred years to convince half the civilized world
that they could not grow rich by imposing the scholastic year to insist upon the "'im- in the chorus. The enthusiasm had no limit-never
iportance of education" (sacred as it is to was seen anything like it. The receipts were
i. themselves on their own industry, and it may
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